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Abstract 
Heisel, M., Formalizing and implementing Cries’ program development method in dynamic logic, 
Science of Computer Programming 18 (1992) 107-137. 
In his book, “The Science of Programming”, David Cries introduces a methodology for program 
development based on a guarded-command language with a predicate transformer semantics and 
an invariance rule for loops. It is “centered around the concept of a formal proof”. 
However, the proofs referred to are not carried out in a formal system and are thus suceptible 
to errors. Therefore, and also because of the possibility to connect this method with other 
approaches to formal program development we deem it worthwhile to provide a machine-assisted 
formal framework for proof-guided program development. 
This paper presents the formalization and implementation of Cries’ method within the logical 
framework of an interactive verification and development shell system based on dynamic logic. 
The programs developed with the system are guaranteed to be correct and terminating with respect 
to the given specification. Some examples illustrate the implementation and its practical use. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we describe the formalization and implementation of a methodology 
for program development proposed by David Gries in his book, “The Science of 
Programming” [8]. This method is an elaboration of the pioneer work done by 
Dijkstra in “A Discipline of Programming” [4]. Based on a guarded command 
language with a predicate transformer semantics and an invariance rule for loops, 
the method consists of heuristics for developing alternative commands and loops 
as well as for finding loop invariants. Although the method has a formal basis, its 
application by humans is susceptible to errors, unless it is machine-supported. 
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It is thus an appealing idea to formalize and implement the method in a proof 
system: During the development process a formal correctness proof is built up. 
Therefore the programs developed with the system can be guaranteed to be correct 
and terminating with respect to the given specification. Furthermore, the user can 
experiment with several alternatives for the program being developed. Bookkeeping 
and backtracking are provided by the proof system. 
We present a formalization and implementation of the method within the logical 
framework of the Karlsruhe Znteractive Verijier, abbreviated KIV [14]. This is a 
system designed for formal reasoning on imperative programs. Its logical basis is a 
dynamic logic [ 171, supplemented with a metalanguage allowing the informed user 
to program proofs in this logic. Our formalization consists of several proof rules 
corresponding to the various programming constructs; these are derived rules of 
the underlying calculus. The order in which these proof rules are applied is deter- 
mined by programs written in the metalanguage. 
Our dynamic logic not only allows the design of a derived axiomatization of 
Gries’ method, but also the design of various other proof methods, not only for 
program development, but also for program transformation and verification. So we 
have an integrated system that allows many kinds of formal reasoning on programs. 
See [15] for a description of how the KIV system is used as a verification shell. 
We begin with a short introduction to the KIV system, its underlying logic, its 
metalanguage and its usage for implementing proof methods in Section 2 and then 
describe Gries’ method in Section 3. Its formalization in our logical framework and 
its implementation are presented in Section 4, followed by some examples (Section 
5). Section 6 sketches further plans in formal program development. 
This paper is a shortened version of [lo], to which the reader is referred for the 
soundness proofs of the derived rules, the complete program text, and the machine 
output for the examples of Section 5. 
2. The Karlsruhe Interactive Verifier 
In this section, we describe some of the work that was done jointly by Wolfgang 
Reif, Werner Stephan and the author within a project on program verification with 
dynamic logic, supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
The KIV system provides a general framework for realizing proof methods for 
the verification and development of imperative programs. It is logic-based in the 
sense that a program logic is the common basis of and connection between all of 
these methods. From a logical point of view, we have to deal with proofs of formalized 
assertions about programs. Here verification and development differ only in that in 
the one case programs are already given, while in the other case the program and 
the proof are developed hand in hand. In both cases, there is a practical need for 
more than just one method. 
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The KIV system consists of a programming language, PPL (Proof Programming 
Language), into which a variant of dynamic logic (DL) is embedded. This DL-variant 
has been developed in the KIV project [17, 181 and will be introduced in Section 
2.1. The programming language PPL (which will be described in Section 2.2) is 
used to program the generation of proofs in the built-in logic. We thus employ the 
principle of tactical theorem proving, which was realized for the first time in the 
Edinburgh LCF system [6]. In the KIVsystem, this principle is used for implementing 
proof strategies for program assertions. The fact that all extensions of the proof 
formalism are logically sound is especially important in this area, since even 
apparently simple proof rules can easily turn out to be unsound. 
In Section 2.3, we briefly describe how the KIV environment can be used to 
implement methods for the development, modification or verification of programs. 
One important advantage of our approach is that together with an implementation 
we also obtain a rigorous formal treatment of the method under consideration. 
Derived rule schemes added to the system as the logical basis of the method to be 
implemented have to be supplied with a validation. A validation is a PPL program 
deducing the conclusions from the premises after the scheme has been sufficiently 
instantiated. Finally, in Section 2.4 we give a list of other proof methods implemented 
in the KIV environment. 
2.1. KIV logic 
Dynamic logic extends first-order logic by formulas [a]cp (pronounced “box LY 
cp”), where (Y is an imperative program and cp again is a formula. Intuitively, [a]cp 
means “if IX terminates, then cp holds afterwards”. The formula (cw)cp (pronounced 
“diamond (Y cp”) is an abbreviation for l[a]lcp. Since the programs under con- 
sideration are deterministic, the intuitive meaning of (a)cp is “(Y does terminate, and 
cp holds afterwards”. For a survey of dynamic logic, see [9]. 
For the purposes of this paper a language without procedures is sufficient. 
However, an axiomatization of a powerful procedure concept is presented in [18]. 
The programming language considered here consists of 
skip 
abort 
._ 
(the program that does nothing) 
(the never terminating program) 
x ,,..., X” .- 7 ,,..., 7, 
a; P 
if e then 01 else p fi / if E then (Y fi 
while E do (Y od 
(assignment) 
(composition) 
(conditional) 
(while-loop). 
With these extensions to the first-order language, many interesting statements can 
be formulated in DL. The formula ((;Y)(P stands for the weakest precondition of a 
deterministic program a with respect to cp; cp + [(Y]IJJ stands for a partial correctness 
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assertion; cp + (IX)+ for a total correctness assertion; and [(-Y](P + [p]$ for a program 
transformation. 
Following Goldblatt [7], the semantics of a program (Y is its input-output relation 
(written [[cx~) on the set of states. States are functions assigning values to variables. 
Function symbols and relations are interpreted in first-order structures as usual. A 
box formula is evaluated in a DL-interpretation J4 in a state s as follows: 
Ju b=5 [a](~ e for all states t: (s[[ayll t implies Ju +=t cp). 
Note that we do not fix the interpretation of the data structures the programs operate 
upon, i.e., our logic is for uninterpreted reasoning. 
A sequent calculus for DL axiomatizing the above programming language was 
presented by Reif [17]. It is used as the basic calculus of the KIV system, i.e., all 
additional rules must be derived from this calculus. 
A sequent is a pair of lists of formulas, separated by a turnstyle symbol. We write 
I’ + A for sequents, where I is called the antecedent, and A the succedent. A sequent 
is true iff the conjunction of the formulas in I implies the disjunction of the formulas 
in A, i.e., cpl,. . . , (P,, t 9,). . . , &,, can be interpreted as Vv.(cp, A . * . A cpn+ +I v . . . v 
Q,,,), where v is the list of all free variables occurring in ‘pl A * . . A qn+ I/J, v . . * v I),,,. 
In the basic calculus, the meaning of programs is captured by axioms like 
E [al; (Y&~++[(Y~][(Y~]~ for the compound statement. For diamond formulas, we 
have the following derived rules: 
+(x := t)cpt,cpL, where cp is a formula of predicate logic, 
+ 6%; %)cp~b,XGP, 
t (if & then ~1, else cx2 fi)cp f, (E + (a&p) A (1~ + (a&p). 
For while-loops, the axiomatization is more complicated. An infinitary rule, a 
so-called omega-rule, is needed for completeness, cf. [7]. In [17] the omega-rule is 
replaced by an induction rule over a counter structure, which is not at the pro- 
grammer’s disposal. This logic remains sound but is of course no longer complete. 
A derived while-rule is 
I- (while E do (Y od)cp t, 3i.(loop if E then cx else abort fi times i)(q A -IE), 
where i is a counter variable and loop (Y times i executes cx exactly i times. 
As a pure logical calculus DL is of limited use for practical program development, 
since only forward proofs (corresponding to bottom-up development of programs) 
are possible. Consider, for example the following rule scheme, named ex-r: 
r t (ah 
if v=, (Assignment_vars(a) n Free(q)) 
ex_r r t ikq where Assignment_vars(a) denotes the variables occurring 
on the left-hand side of assignments in CY. 
Every instance of this scheme (where (Y, cp, v, and lY are instantiated with a program, 
a formula, a variable list and a formula list, respectively) is a rule. Generally, rules 
can only be applied to concrete sequents, i.e., all the instantiations for the scheme 
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variables have to be known. However, for program development we would like to 
apply the rule ex-r backwards, i.e., reduce a goal of the form I’ F 3v.p to a goal 
of the form IY t (cw)cp, without already knowing the program cx we want to develop. 
Thus we allow the application of rules to sequents containing scheme variables 
(called metavariables in KIV). 
Metavariables can be used for all syntactic categories except sequents and proof 
trees (see below). Introducing them as first-class citizens (i.e., sequents may contain 
symbols marked as metavariables) allows the user of the system to proceed in the 
logic as programmers do when they develop programs top-down: Given a 
specification, decide on the overall program structure first using metavariables as 
placeholders for subprograms that still have to be developed. To instantiate these 
metavariables, i.e., to develop the subprograms, repeat the same process with the 
specifications yielded by the preceding design decision until the sub-specifications 
can be met by primitive programs (assignments). Throughout the paper, metavari- 
ables are denoted by symbols beginning with “$“. 
2.2. The metalanguage PPL 
The most important data structure of PPL are proof trees. Their nodes are sequents 
possibly containing metavariables for any syntactic category, such as formulas or 
programs. The root of a tree, called conclusion, is the proven sequent. The leaves 
of a tree can be either axioms (in this case they are closed leaves) or hypotheses 
(open leaves called premises). The sequents s, , . . . , s, are successors of the sequent 
s iff s can be derived from s,, , . . , s, by application of some rule. Thus, proof trees 
represent partial proofs. 
The basic rule schemes of the calculus, for instance ex-r above, are elementary 
proof trees. Proof trees consisting only of a single hypothesis are generated by 
mkstree (“make simple tree”). The operation mktree(s, [s,, . . . , sJ, val) can be used 
to define arbitrary new rules (called user-dejined or derived rules) with conclusion 
s and premises s,, . . . , s,. To guarantee soundness, the user also has to supply a 
validation val for each of them. A validation is either a proof tree verifying the rule 
directly or a PPL-function that can be run as a soundness check at any time. This 
function may succeed in generating a proof tree thereby verifying the rule for a 
given instantiation of the metavariables, and it may fail for others. As a result, 
running a validation program means checking whether one particular application 
of a user-defined rule is sound. 
New proof trees can be generated by operations called infer(to, [i,, . . . , i,], 
rt,, . . . , t,,]) and refine(t, , i, tz). The infer operation performs a forward proof step 
by using the conclusions of n proof trees t,, . , t, as premises of an instantiation 
of a proof tree to, yielding a proof tree with a new conclusion. Note that i, , . . . , i, 
need not be all of the premises of to and that [ii,. . . , i,] need not be ordered. The 
refine operation performs a backward proof step by replacing the i-th premise of a 
proof tree t, by an instantiation of proof tree t2, yielding a proof tree with the 
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infer(b, [il, . . . . $1, [tl, . . . . t,]): 
Fig. 1. The operation infer 
instantiated premises of t2 as additional subgoals. Both operations use matching: 
The proof trees t,, and t2 can be considered as generalized inference rules and are 
instantiated by applying a substitution u to some of the metavariables. The substitu- 
tion u satisfies the following conditions: For the infer operation, the i,-th premise 
(k= 1,. . . , n) of a(t,,) is equal to the conclusion of tL. For the refine operation, the 
conclusion of u(tJ must be equal to the i-th premise oft, . Figures 1 and 2 illustrate 
the two operations. 
In PPL, which is a purely functional language, an arbitrary combination of forward 
and backward proof steps is possible. The control structures of the language are 
the usual ones including conditional, recursion, failure (fail; this is the result of 
infer or refine if no matching substitution exists), and alternative (or and org = global 
or). The or constructs together with fail are used to implement proof search by 
backtracking (see below). Input and output are done by read and before, respectively. 
refine(t1, i, t2): 
Fig. 2. The operation refine. 
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The expression e, before e2 evaluates e, , prints the result, and then returns the value 
of e2. 
2.3. Implementing proof methods in PPL 
A method for program verification, transformation, or development usually is 
more than just a particular logical system. There are also characteristic heuristics 
on how to use it. In PPL we reflect this distinction between the logical building 
blocks and the heuristics of a proof method in terms of derived rules, tactics, and 
strategies. The implementation of a method roughly proceeds as follows: (i) Formal- 
ize the method in DL, and (ii) Isolate the logical building blocks in terms of derived 
rules and tactics (see below). At this stage the system can already be used as a 
proof-checker. (iii) Finally implement the heuristics controlling the application of 
tactics. Any degree of automation is conceivable at this level. 
Since formal proofs using only rules of the basic calculus are long and incompre- 
hensible, we need derivation steps that represent a higher level of abstraction. A 
first step towards this aim is the concept of a derived rule. Derived rules are 
user-defined extensions of the underlying axiomatization. Since the user must specify 
a proof or a proof constructing program (which uses only already defined rules) 
for each derived rule, soundness of the extensions is ensured. 
Tactics are PPL-programs implementing the logical building blocks of a proof 
method. Given a goal, a tactic computes a number of subgoals that logically imply 
this goal, provided all delayed validations can be executed successfully at some 
time. A derived rule can be regarded as a special case of a tactic, where the result 
can be expressed schematically. 
Strategies are top-level programs providing the control structure of a proof method 
by calling substrategies and tactics in a certain order. They guide a naive user, i.e., 
a user without specific knowledge about the system and its logic, through proofs 
according to the special verification or development method. Strategies embody the 
interaction with the user and heuristics for the selection of rules and tactics as well 
as for backtracking. Typically the user is required to provide loop invariants, 
induction hypotheses, or convergence formulas. Depending on the method it may 
also happen that the system needs help to decide what to do next. Especially in the 
case of program development, where no (complete) program is available, this 
situation occurs frequently. 
Although the implemented proof methods listed below are very different, we can 
state some control problems they have in common. 
l How to build up proof trees: There are two possible ways to build up proof 
trees: depth-first or breadth-first. Depth-first means that one branch of the proof 
tree has to be built up completely before another branch is worked on. This 
approach is useful for program development, since it fits well with top-down 
program construction. In program verification, however, one might want to 
switch the branches to work on in order to be able to prove goals that are 
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considered critical first. In this case the proof tree is built up in layers. These 
two different approaches are also reflected in the backtracking structure of the 
respective strategy. 
l Backtracking: In PPL, there are two backtracking constructs, or and org. The 
expression e, or e2 is evaluated as follows: First evaluate e,. If this was 
successful, then its value is the value of e, or e,. Otherwise the value of e, or 
e2 is the value of e2. Once the evaluation of e, has been successful, it is no 
longer possible to evaluate es. But this may be required when the proof tree is 
built up breadth-first, giving the user the possibility to experiment. In such a 
situation the user might want to undo some steps and return to a former state 
by explicitly invoking a failure. For this purpose a backtracking construct having 
a “memory ” is needed. This is realized with the org-construct. 
l Proofs as a means for resolving conflicts: In the implementation of every proof 
method one has to decide how to treat goals of predicate logic. One possibility 
is to leave them as verification conditions and prove them after the strategy 
has terminated. However, if one wants to try several ways to proceed, it can 
be useful to apply a rule, try to prove some of the simpler goals created, and 
undo the rule application if the subgoals in question could not be proved. 
The implementation of proof methods is described in more detail in [ 131 and [ 151. 
2.4. The KIV toolbox 
In the following, we give a list of the proof methods implemented in the KIV 
system. 
l There are several versions of a prover for predicate logic, for instance with or 
without equality, complete or terminating. 
l There is a comfortable interactive implementation of Hoare’s calculus (given 
in [ 111): user guidance and backtracking facilities provided by the system enable 
the interactive development of proofs. For example, this has the advantage that 
the user does not need to know all the loop invariants in advance, but can 
experiment with several possibilities. 
l We have implemented Bergstra and Klop’s method for proving program 
inclusion and equivalence, which is published in [l]. Given a first-order 
axiomatization Ax of a data structure and two programs (Y and p, the method 
proves that cx is equivalent to p in every model of Ax by showing: 
Ax’ E HOARE 9 + ral+ e Ax’ kHOARE 9 + [PI+ 
for all conservative refinements Ax’ of Ax and all formulas cp and +. 
l An implementation of Burstall’s method [2, 121 allows the user to verify 
programs implementing inherently recursive functions by loops. Given the goal 
I E (o; p)cp, the strategy eliminates LX and computes a new goal of the form 
I’ E (p)cp. But in contrast to Hoare’s calculus, loops are not eliminated by 
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proving an invariance relation, but by structural induction on the data structure 
involved. 
l As another example for a program development method we implemented a 
method introduced by Dershowitz [3, 161. Apart from the fact that this method 
takes the form of the postcondition into account, it differs from Gries’ method 
by allowing for another kind of loop formation. 
l There is the implementation of a strategy (introduced by an example by Dijkstra 
[5]) being capable of generating certain programs completely automatically. 
l One more program synthesis strategy enables the semi-automatic generation of 
divide-and-conquer algorithms. 
3. Cries’ program development method 
The methodology to develop programs proposed by Gries in his book “The 
Science of Programming” [8] is “centered around the concept of a formal proof”. 
However, the proofs referred to are not carried out in a formal system (sometimes 
even a graphical notation for loop invariants is used). We think that because of its 
complexity it is very difficult for humans to perform completely formal reasoning 
without making errors. Therefore it is worthwhile to provide a machine-assisted 
formal framework for proof-guided program development: The programming 
process becomes less dependent on the care and concentration of individual 
programmers. 
3.1. Theorems and strategies for developing alternative commands and loops 
The task is to find a program C satisfying the specification {Q} C {R} for given 
Q and R, meaning: If C is started in a state where precondition Q holds, then C 
always terminates in a state satisfying the postcondition R. This is another notation 
for Q + wp( C, R). For the “nontrivial” language constructs, the method makes use 
of the following theorems and strategies. Indented passages are essentially quotations 
from [8], where some minor changes have been made. 
Theorem about alternative commands (P. 135) 
Q + wp(if B,-+C, 0. . . fl B,+C,,fi, R) iff 
(1) Q-+B,v ... v B, and (2) Q A Bi + wp( C,, R) for all i, 1 c is n. 
Strategy for developing an alternative command (pp. 174-175) 
To invent a guarded command, find a command C whose execution will establish 
postcondition R in at least some cases; find a boolean B satisfying B + wp( C, R); 
and put them together to form B-C (see assumption (2) of the theorem). Continue 
to invent guarded commands until the precondition of the construct implies that 
at least one guard is true (see assumption (1) of the theorem). 
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Theorem about loops (P. 1441 
Let P be a formula, t an integer function and tl a fresh identifier. If 
(1) P~&-,wp(c,,P) forall i,lci<n and 
(2) PA (B, v . . . vB,)+(t>O) and 
(3) PhE&-,wp(tl :=t; Ci,t<tl)forall i,lsi<n 
then 
P+ wp(do B,-+C,[ . - . OB,-+C,od, I’ A l(B, v . - . v B,)). 
Checklist for understanding a loop (for a given invariant P) (P. 145) 
1. Show that P is true before execution of the loop begins. 
2. Show that {P A Bi} Ci {P}, for 1 s is n. That is, execution of each guarded 
command terminates with P true, so that P is indeed an invariant of the loop. 
3. Show that P A l(B, v . . * v B,) + R, i.e., upon termination the desired result 
is true. 
4. Show that Pr\(B,v *.. v B,) + (t > O), so that t is bounded from below as 
long as the loop has not terminated. 
5. Show that {PA B,}tl := t; C,{t < tl}, for 1 < i s n, so that each loop iteration is 
guaranteed to decrease the bound function. 
Strategy for developing a loop with a single guarded command (P. 181) 
First develop the guard B so that P A 1B + R; then develop the body so that it 
decreases the bound function while reestablishing the loop invariant. 
Strategy for developing a loop with several guarded commands (P. 187) 
Develop guarded commands, creating each command so that it makes progress 
towards termination and creating the corresponding guard to ensure that the 
invariant is maintained. The process of developing guarded commands is finished 
when enough of them have been developed to prove P A l(B, v . . * v B,) + R. 
3.2. Developing invariants 
In Chapter 16 of his book, Gries presents a very nice “Balloon Theory” (for 
details see pp. 193-195), arguing that the loop invariant should be a weakening of 
the postcondition. (Remember that one goal to prove in the development of a loop 
is that P A l(B, v . . * v B,) implies the postcondition R.) There are three promising 
ways to do this: 
(i) Delete a conjunct. This results in the following 
Strategy. When deleting a conjunct from R to produce an invariant P, try 
using the complement of the deleted conjunct for the guard B of the loop. 
Choosing B in this manner will ensure that the necessary condition 
PAl(B,V *-. vB,)+R (point 3 of the checklist) is automatically 
satisfied. (P. 196) 
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A good choice for the conjunct to be deleted is the one that is most difficult to 
establish, because this can be done using the loop, whereas the other conjuncts have 
to be established by the initialization. 
(ii) Replace some instances of a constant by a variable and put suitable bounds 
on it; i.e., add a conjunct expressing these bounds. 
(iii) Enlarge the range of a variable after having introduced a name to denote the 
value to be determined. 
It is possible that the above methods do not suffice to obtain a suitable invariant. 
This can happen if the input variables must be modified to form part of the result. 
In that case, it must be possible to express the fact that part of the input retains its 
old value. We therefore must be able to combine pre- and postconditions (see p. 211). 
4. Formalization and implementation of the method in the KIV system 
In the KIV implementation we tried to stay as close as possible to the method 
described in the book, so that using the interactive PPL program is very much like 
developing programs with Gries’ method by hand. The advantage of using the system 
is that the developed programs are guaranteed to be correct relative to some generated 
verification conditions. These must be proven by other proof strategies. 
The user only needs to know the commands of the programming language and 
the language in which assertions and specifications are stated (in our case this is 
predicate logic). No knowledge is required about dynamic logic (except for being 
able to read diamond formulas), sequent calculi or PPL. 
However, there is one difference between our logical framework and the one used 
in [8]: The programming language underlying our logic is deterministic, and for 
these programs [o]cp and (a)cp are equivalent to wlp(cw, cp) and wp(c-w, cp), respectively. 
But what about nondeterministic programs ? This is an important point which 
deserves further consideration. 
4.1. A note on nondeterminism 
Instead of our PASCAL-like language, Gries uses a guarded command language 
allowing non-deterministic choice of alternatives. This nondeterminism is introduced 
for methodological purposes: “The point is that, since execution of either [command] 
leads to a correct result, the programmer should not have to worry about which 
one is executed.” (p. 135). “Programming requires deep thinking, and we should 
be spared any unnecessary irritation.” (p. 175). Of course, an implementation of 
Gries’ method should give the programmer the same flexibility they have with 
guarded commands and also spare any unnecessary irritation. Thus, it is our task 
to take care of these points, even though our programming language is deterministic. 
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In the following, we briefly sketch three possible ways to model those properties 
of guarded commands in our logical framework which are important for the 
methodological aspects of program development. 
The first possibility is to redefine the semantics of the logical formulas. In this 
approach, a “bottom state” I is introduced to denote nontermination. Predicates 
are interpreted strictly, i.e., in the bottom state all predicates evaluate to false. Now 
the semantics of programs are total relations, because for each state s and each 
program (Y there is a state t (which can possibly be I) such that s[cxlt holds. [o]cp 
is then interpreted as usual, viz. [a]cp is true in state s iff for every state t with 
s[olt, cp holds. With such a semantics, the program (Y can be nondeterministic as 
well, and [CK](P and wp(a, cp) are equivalent. In this case, the box operator instead 
of the diamond operator is used for program development. (The diamond operator 
expresses that there is a state t with s[cxlt such that cp holds in t. There could be 
other states t’ with s[[ajt’, for which cp does not hold.) 
However, we cannot take this approach here, because our axiomatization is a 
derived one. KIV is a verification shell, where many different strategies have been 
implemented. An alteration of the semantics would invalidate all of these, since 
they rely on the given semantics of formulas. 
Another approach is to “simulate” guarded commands in our logic. This is done 
by giving an “equivalent” PASCAL-like program for each program in guarded 
command notation. One proceeds as follows: For each program C in the guarded 
command-language, we define 92’(C) to denote the equivalent program (where we 
will define shortly what we mean by “equivalent”) in our object programming 
language. This is done by induction on the program structure: 
l Assignments remain the same. 
l The simulation of a compound statement is just the composition of the respective 
simulations. 
l For the alternative command, the situation is somewhat more complicated. We 
have to introduce “oracles” which are represented by finite sequences of natural 
numbers. These oracles model a random choice of a possible alternative. The 
idea is as follows: To simulate if b,+C, 0 . . .[ b,-+C, fi, set the variable k to 
the first element of the oracle sequence seq (if seq is empty then set k to zero). 
Then form a loop whose body consists of a nested conditional, where the 
then-part of the i-th nested conditional is the simulation of Ci followed by an 
exit of the loop, its condition is bi A k < i, and the else-part is the simulation of 
the remaining guarded commands. If none of the conditions bi A k < i is true 
then k is decreased by one, and the loop body is executed again. The innermost 
else-statement is abort, such that when k is zero and none of the bi is true the 
simulation does not terminate. The alternative being chosen obviously depends 
on k. Decreasing k makes sure that, if there is a guard which is true, then one 
command with true guard will eventually be executed. 
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l For iterative commands we have 
92’(do b,-+C, 0. . .I b,-*C, od) 
=loop(ifb,v **. v b, then 92’(if b,-+C, I]. . .[ b,-+C, fi) 
else skip fi) times j, 
where j is a new counter variable. As already mentioned, the loop (Y times j 
statement executes (Y j times. We use this construct instead of a while loop 
because the semantics of while loops requires that all possible executions of 
the loop body terminate after exactly the same number of iterations which need 
not be the case with guarded commands. 
Now it can be shown that the following holds: For all models J&, all states S, al! 
guarded command programs C and all predicate logic formulas cp: 
“44 bS Wp(C, cp) ti J4 b=, 3j, . . . 3j, Vseq.(9Z(C))cp, 
where j, , . . , j, are exactly the new counter variables introduced for the simulation 
of loops. This establishes a clear relation between guarded commands and their 
simulation within our logical framework. In an implementation, the details of the 
simulation can be hidden in the validations of the various tactics, hence the user 
would not be bothered with these. However, the generated programs, viz. L&Y(C) 
instead of C, are not suitable for presentation in this paper. 
We prefer to take a third approach to adequately deal with the methodological 
aspects of guarded commands: Instead of guarded commands, we develop nested 
conditionals, i.e., instead of 
if E1+C, 0. ’ .I E,‘C, fi 
we develop the program 
IF ,,.” = if E, then (Y, else if E* then (Ye else . . . 
if E, then ci, else abort fi . . . fi, 
where the oi are programs in our language corresponding to the Ci. The ahort- 
statement reflects the fact that guarded commands do not terminate if none of the 
conditions Ei holds. Instead of 
do E,-+c, 0. . . [ E,‘C, od 
we develop the program 
while false v E, v . . . v E, do IF, .” od. 
The actual development of these constructs is done in such a way that the order 
of the conditionals can be permuted randomly. This is achieved by making the 
premises of the corresponding proof rules weaker than would be necessary for the 
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development of deterministic conditionals: The precondition for the i-th nested 
conditional does not include the fact that the conditions 1 through i-l are all false 
before the i-th conditional is entered. We will further investigate this fact in Section 
4.2 where the various proof rules are introduced. We will demonstrate that there 
always exists a program in guarded command notation corresponding to the one 
developed in our language which is correct under the same verifications. With this 
approach we have achieved the following: 
l The user develops programs in exactly the same fashion as if using the guarded 
command language. They are not concerned with the order in which statements 
are executed. The program will be correct independently of the order in which 
the guarded commands for an alternative command or a loop are developed. 
The proof for this fact will be sketched in Section 4.4, where we show that 
from the correctness proof constructed in our system one can obtain a proof 
for the corresponding program in guarded command notation. Thus, the 
differences between programs in guarded command notation and programs 
developed with our implementation are purely syntactic. 
l The syntactic form of the programs developed using our system is such that it 
anticipates the elimination of the nondeterminism caused by the overlapping 
of guards which is described in Section 19.1 of [8]. 
4.2. The implemented strategy 
We now describe the overall strategy. There is a main function, called 
GRIES-STRAT, that offers several possibilities for developing a program. With a 
sequent I t- ($C)cp as the input specification, where the metavariable $C stands for 
the program to be developed, the user may choose program constructs with one of 
the following commands: “skip”, “assignments”, “alternative command”, “loop” 
or “compound”; substrategies are called accordingly. 
The substrategies work as follows: 
(i) In most cases, the first step is to call a tactic. Generally, the task of tactics 
is to create new goals for recursive calls of the main strategy. These new gaols reflect 
the proof obligations that result from the decision to develop a program of a certain 
form. There is at least one tactic for each of the non-basic programming constructs 
given in Section 2.1. The effect of calling a tactic is to create a program scheme 
fitting the chosen program construct. This is done by producing a proof tree in 
which the program in the root has the desired form. 
(ii) Call appropriate (sub-) strategies to prove the leaves of the generated proof 
tree, using the leaves as new specifications. The idea is to choose the (sub-) programs 
to be developed in such a way that the proofs can be carried out successfully. Most 
of the substrategies are either directly recursive or involve recursive calls of 
GRIES-STRAT. 
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(iii) Finally, assemble the results yielded by the recursive calls and the tree of 
step (i) to form the result returned by the substrategy, which is also the result of 
calling GRIESSTRAT. 
This approach corresponds to top-down program development, where the task is 
broken down into smaller pieces, until each is directly solvable. The strategy 
terminates when all metavariables and programs are eliminated from the leaves of 
the built up proof tree. Thus the result of GRIES-STRAT is a proof tree whose 
root contains the developed program (instead of $C), and whose leaves may contain 
only formulas of predicate logic. These are left as verification conditions to be 
proven by other PPL programs. As a first step towards automation and to give the 
user the opportunity to experiment or correct errors we added the possibility of 
backtracking. At any time, the user may type “backtrack”, which causes the system 
to return to the last call of the strategy. 
In the following, we explain the substrategies. Only for the most important one, 
WHILE_STRAT, do we also give the corresponding PPL program. When consecutive 
illustrations of proof trees are given, instantiations of metavariables are indicated 
by italics. 
First the trivial cases: When the user chooses “skip”, skip- tat is called. This tactic 
takes a sequent of the form I + ($C)cp and yields the proof tree 
Fl- (skip)cp 
This means that I E cp is sufficient for I E (skip)cp. (This semantics coincides with 
wp(skIp, cp).) 
When the user chooses “assignments”, ASSIGN_STRAT asks the user to give 
one or more assignments and then calls another program that computes the weakest 
precondition for programs not containing loops, thereby producing a sufficient 
verification condition of predicate logic. The result is the following proof tree: 
l-k wp(x1, . . . , xn:= Zl, . . . , Tn,cp) 
COMP_STRAT: Strategy for compounds 
Gries does not give a strategy for developing compound statements. Since the 
development of compound statements must be possible in our implementation, we 
implemented the following strategy: The user may choose whether they want to 
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give an intermediate assertion +, and, if so, whether to develop the first or the 
second statement first. The tactic comp_rac(I, cp, IJJ) is called to create the following 
proof tree: 
V l- (SC2)(P I- t- ($Cl)V 
\ / 
I- !- ($Cl;$C2)tp 
In the premises, $Cl and $C2 appear in reverse order because, for technical 
reasons, we expand trees starting with the rightmost, i.e. last, and ending with the 
leftmost, i.e. first, premise. For both premises GRIES-STRAT is called recursively. 
If the user does not want to give an intermediate assertion they have to give a 
concrete second statement containing no loop. In this case the program is eliminated 
by computing its weakest precondition with respect to the postcondition. This 
condition serves as a new postcondition for a recursive call of GRIES_STRAT to 
develop the first statement. 
The validation that must be attached to the proof tree generated by camp-tat for 
guaranteeing soundness is presented in [lo], as is the case for the validations of 
the other tactics. Note that it makes sense to apply the tactic without knowing what 
$Cl and $C2 will be, because the proof obligations are the same for all instantiations 
of these metavariables. The same is true for the other tactics. 
IF_STRAT: Strategy for alternative commands 
IF_STRAT is a strategy for developing a conditional with an arbitrary number 
of guarded commands. As stated in Section 4.1, our program will have the form 
IF ,.,” = if F, then rx, else if F~ then CI? else.. . if E, then (Y, else abort fi . . . fi. First, a 
schematic proof tree tl for a conditional is generated by if_tac. This function has 
three arguments: Two formulas lists I and I,, where I = TF~, . . . , x,, r, and i 3 0 
(i.e., I- = I, is possible), and a formula cp. The boolean expressions E,, . . . , Ed are 
the guards developed so far. The result tl looks as follows: 
tl: +$b, I- k (rSC2)cp Sb,I-, l- ($Cl)rp 
\ / 
I- t- (if $b then $Cl else $C2 fi)cp 
In the root, we have a program of the desired form. The second premise is the 
specification for one guarded command: Achieve cp under the additional condition 
$b but without using lEi, . . . , TE, . In the antecedent of the first premise, the 
negations of all guards developed so far are collected. This is needed to form the 
disjunction of the guards which is part of the weakest precondition for alternative 
commands. 
Then GRIES_STRAT is given the second premise $b, I, t- ($Cl)cp of the scheme 
as a specification. When IF_STRAT is called by GRIES_STRAT then I7 and I, are 
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equal since no guarded command has been developed so far. Therefore, we use r 
instead of r, in the trees below. The result, t2, is a proof tree whose root looks like 
the given specification but with $Cl instantiated. According to the strategy given 
in Section 3.1, we have developed the “command”-part of a guarded command. 
The user has to give the corresponding guard e, (i.e., the instantiation of $b), which 
is inserted in t2, yielding t3. An infer-operation is used to attach the root of t3 to 
the second premise of tl, thereby instantiating $b and $Cl in tl, yielding t4. As a 
consequence, in the scheme created by if_tac, $b and $Cl are instantiated, and the 
second premise has been replaced by a proof tree, while $C2 remains open. 
t4: 
I- I- (if &I then aI else $C2 fi)cp 
To instantiate $C2, we call IF_STRAT (not CRIES-STRAT!) with the first premise 
of t4 as specification and r to save the original precondition. Now r,,,, = TF,, r 
and rlnew = r are not equal any more. To develop another guarded command, we 
start the same procedure again. Hence, one application of if-tat corresponds to 
developing one guarded command of indefinitely many ones. Since we call 
IF_STRAT instead of GRIES-STRAT we make sure that, although the first premise 
of if_tac contains the ngations of the guards developed so far, only r, (not r= 
lEi,. . , lE, , r,) may be used to develop a command. In this fashion, it is guaranteed 
that the order in which the guarded commands are developed is irrelevant. 
To stop the process of developing guarded commands, $C2 will be instantiated 
with the program abort and replaced by its weakest precondition with respect to 
the postcondition. Since (abort)cp is equivalent to false, one has to show that at least 
one guard is true. This is exactly assumption (1) of the theorem about alternative 
commands (Section 3.1). To this end endif_tac is called, which takes two formula 
lists rl and r, where r = l&i, . . , TE,, r, , and a postcondition cp, and generates 
the following proof tree: 
l&i, ..* 9 -ssl, rl I- (abort)cp 
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The result of the recursive call of IF-STRAT is a tree t5 with conclusion x,, r c 
(IF,..,)(p which is attached to the first premise of t4 thereby instantiating $C2 in t4. 
That is, to prove the first premise of the scheme for the conditional, we generally 
have to build a proof tree having the same form as the proof tree for the whole 
conditional. The overall result is shown below. Note that if E, then cx, else IF&I = 
IF l..n and that the respective commands are always developed in the right-hand 
branches of the tree. Solid lines denote one application of a tactic, broken lines 
denote several applications of tactics. 
l&“,... , -q I- (abort)q E,, I- I- (~,)cp 
\ / 
-.E “-1”” 9 -q t- R-l..")'p 
I-t- (if e1 then al else IF,,., fi)cp 
WHILE_STRAT: Strategy for loops 
After having decided to develop a loop, the user can develop a loop invariant + 
using substrategies described in Section 4.3. They must also give a bound function 
T, i.e., a term of sort integer. Then while_tac(r, cp, +, T) is called, generating the 
following program scheme for a while loop: 
tl: 
W,l$bk cp w, $b I- z >O $b, %=t, v l- (W) (u, A =0 l--E ($Cl)w 
r I- ($Cl;wbile $b do $C od)cp 
The variable t in the third premise is new and of sort integer. The first premise 
corresponds to proof obligation 3 in the checklist for understanding a loop cited in 
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Section 3.1, premise 2 corresponds to proof obligation 4, premise 4 to obligation 1 
and the third premise to obligations 2 and 5. 
The first step is to develop the initialization $Cl. This order has been chosen for 
the following reason: If the development of the initialization fails this shows that 
there is something wrong with the invariant and that one had better backtrack 
instead of trying to develop the loop body. Hence, GRIES_STRAT is called recur- 
sively with input I E ($Cl)+ (fourth premise of while scheme), yielding a tree t2 
whose root contains a concrete program (Y’ instead of $Cl. Our current tree is 
instantiated with this program. 
t3: 
w,~$b l- cp w, $b l- ~0 $b, r=t, w l- ($C)(w A r<t) r l- (+V 
r I- (a’;while $b do $C od)cp 
The user may then choose to develop one or several guards. First, we follow the 
strategy for one guard, where the user is asked to give the loop condition E. This 
condition is also built into the tree using an infer-operation on the first premise: 
lY I- (a’; while E do $C od)cp 
It remains to develop the loop body (Y (that is, to replace $C) in such a way that 
the bound function decreases while the invariant is maintained. To do this, 
GRIESSTRAT is again called recursively, with premise (3) of the above tree as 
specification, yielding t5. The final proof tree, where t5 is attached to t4 looks as 
follows: 
r t- (a’; while E do a od)cp 
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The developed program is: (Y’; while E do a od. The corresponding PPL program 
which follows uses a slight variant of the implemented syntax. Recall that before is 
the output command of PPL (see Section 2.2); let* introduces abbreviations in the 
order its arguments are given; prem(t, i) selects the i-th premise oft, and prems(t) 
returns the list of premises of t; list yields a list of its arguments. 
WHILE_STRAT(seq) = (* seq = r + ($C)cp *) 
let* q = antecedent of seq 
r = postcondition of succedent of seq 
pair = DEVELOP_INVARIANT_STRAT(q, r) (* yielding a pair ($, guards) *) 
inv = car(pair) (* select invariant *) 
guards = car(cdr(pair)) (* list of potential guards, 
possibly empty *) 
bf = DEVELOP_BOUND_FUNCTION_STRAT 
t1 = whi/e_tac(q, r, inv, bf) (* scheme for while loop *) 
t2 = GRIES_STRAT(prem(tl, 4)), (* develop initialization *) 
t3 = infer(t1, [4], [t2]) (* instantiate initialization *) 
inp = “do you want to develop one guard or several guards or backtrack?” before read 
in cond(inp = “backtrack” ++ fail, 
inp = “one” H let* b = list(prems(t3), “possible guards are”, guards, 
“please give condition $b”) before read, 
t4 = infer(t3, [I], [mkstree(inv, lb + r)]), (* instantiate tree with b *) 
tS = GRIES_STRAT(prem(t4,3)), (* develop loop body *) 
in infer(t4, [3], [t5]) 
inp = “several” H let* t4 = DEVELOP_GUARDS_STRAT(prem(t3,3), guards) 
(* develop guarded commands as loop body *) 
in infer(t3, [3], [t4])) 
If the user wants to develop a loop body with several guards, 
DEVELOP_GUARDS_STRAT is called. Recall that in this case the developed 
program will have the form while falsev E, v . . . v Ed do IF,,., od. This means we 
successively have to develop guarded commands for the loop body and collect the 
disjunction of the guards to form the loop condition. The appropriate scheme is 
similar to if_tac. It is called gc-body-tat, takes a formula list I = $b, I, as precon- 
dition and a formula cp as postcondition, and yields 
tl: Sbl, Fl k ($Cl)cp 
\ / 
$b v $bl, FI l- (if $bl then $Cl else $C fI)cp 
where I,-T=t, $ and q=+hT<t. 
The body of the first guarded command is then developed by calling 
GRIES-STRAT with the second premise of the scheme tl, yielding t2. Note that 
the corresponding guard is not developed in this step. Instead, the sequent containing 
the developed command is selected and given to the function 
INQUIRE_GUARDS_STRAT_COND (for a description, see [lo]). A second argu- 
ment of this function is the list of potential guards coming from DEVELOP-IN- 
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VARIANTSTRAT. The result of the function is a list whose first element is the 
developed guard F,, and whose second element is a new list of potential guards. 
Next, E, is inserted in t2, yielding t3, which in turn is attached to the second premise 
of tl, yielding t4. 
t4: 
$b v eI, Fl l- (if cl then aI else $C fi)cp 
To develop the next guarded command, DEVELOP_GUARDSSTRAT (not 
GRIESSTRAT) is called recursively with the first premise of t4 as argument. 
We stop the generation of new guarded commands by instantiating $b by false 
and $C by abort. The corresponding tactic, endwhile-tat, takes a sequent of the 
form $b, I, t ($C)cp. It performs the instantiations and reduces the tree to an axiom, 
making use of the fact that false allows the derivation of every formula. 
I 
false, ITI E (abort)9 
The recursive call of DEVELOP_GUARDS_STRAT yields a proof tree tS having 
the same form as the overall result with conclusion&v E, v . . * v e2, r, t (IF?..&. 
With an infer-operation, this tree is attached to t4. As a result, $b is instantiated 
with falsev e,v . . . v .Q, and $C is instantiated with IF2. “. 
t6: 
\ / 
&& v E,,v...v .c2 v Ed, rl I- (if E~ then q else IF2..n fi>cp 
In a last step, t6 is attached to the third premise of the loop scheme, such that 
the loop condition becomes false v F, v . . . v E, and the loop body becomes IF,..,. 
Here, like in IF-STRAT, only the original precondition was used to develop 
commands which makes the order of the cy, irrelevant. 
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This concludes the presentation of the interactive strategy. To prove the verification 
conditions which are not treated by this strategy, there is a predicate logic prover 
at the user’s disposition. 
4.3. Strategies for developing loop invariants 
The global strategy for developing loop invariants, DEVELOP-IN- 
VARIANT_STRAT, allows the user to either give an invariant directly or develop 
it with the support of the system, using the heuristics given in Section 3.2. In the 
latter case, a strategy for weakening the postcondition is called. It yields a pair, 
whose first component is a preliminary invariant and whose second component is 
a list of potential guards. The preliminary invariant can be changed by combining 
it with the precondition. 
The substrategies of DEVELOP_INVARIANT_STRAT are very technical, since 
they involve the syntactic manipulation of formulas (i.e., the manipulation is nor 
done by applying logical rules but by treating formulas as ordinary data objects 
such as lists). Therefore, they are not presented here; the reader is referred to [lo] 
for details. 
All of the programs described in the preceding sections run within the KIV system 
on SUN workstations. 
4.4. Connection with guarded commands 
Now we are able to establish a formal relation between programs in the guarded 
command language and programs developed with our strategy. Suppose a program 
c1 was developed using GRIES-STRAT with precondition I and postcondition cp 
thereby generating a proof tree PT with conclusion I + (cx)cp and premises 
IlC51,..., I,, + .$. We abbreviate by VC(PT) the verification conditions of PT, 
viz. (VV, .(r: + 5,)) A . . . A (vv,.(r:, + &)), where I: is the conjunction of the for- 
mulas in the formula list Ii and vi is the vector of all free variables in (Ii + .$i); note 
that free variables in a sequent are implicitly universally quantified. The proof tree 
PT is a representation of a proof for VC(PT) + Vv.(T’+ (o)(p) (where Vv.(I’-+ (a)~) 
is a closed formula): If the premises of PT hold, then so does the conclusion. 
The mapping 9% associates with each PASCAL-like program a program in 
guarded command notation. It is defined inductively on the structure of PT by case 
distinction on the tactic the conclusion and its immediate successors are an instance 
of (i.e., which programming construct has been chosen first when calling 
GRIES-STRAT): 
1. skip_ tat: (Y = skip; %%(skip) = skip. 
2. assign_tat: cy = x, , . . . , x, := T, , . . . , T,; 
%%(X ,,..., X,:=T1 ,..., 7,)=X1 ,..., X,:=7 ,,..., 7,. 
3. camp_tat: (Y = (Ye ; a,; ~%(a, ; a*) = %%(a,); CeE(uJ. 
4. if-tat: (Y = IFI..,, where nzl; Y%(IF ,..” )=if E,~~~((Y~)O...OE,--,~~((Y,) fi. 
5. while_ tat: Here we must make a further distinction. If the alternative “several 
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guards” has been chosen, then 01= a’; while false v E, v . * * v F, do IFI.., od, where 
n3 1, and %%(a’; while falsev E,V . . . v e, do IF,.., od) = YfZ(a’); do ~,-%?%(a,) 0 
. . . 0 ~,+%%?(a,) od. If the alternative “one guard” has been chosen, then (Y = a’; 
while E do p od and %%‘((Y’; while E do p od) = Y%(cx’); do E-+??%(P) od. 
Then the following theorem holds: 
Theorem. For all proof trees PT, all programs (Y, all formula lists I- containing only 
formulas of predicate logic, and predicate logic formulas cp: If program (Y has been 
developed for the specljkation T + ($C)cp using CRIES-STRAT with result PT, and 
VC(PT) holds, then r’ implies wp(%Ce(c-w), cp). 
The proof is done by induction on the structure of the generated proof tree and 
is straightforward. 
5. Examples 
In this section, we illustrate how to work with our implementation of Gries’ 
strategy. The examples are taken from [8], to enable a direct comparison. The first 
example illustrates the strategy for developing alternative commands, and the second 
one the strategy for developing a loop with one guarded command. 
In the following we give more information than the user gets in a real terminal 
session. For instance, intermediate proof trees are not shown on the screen. However, 
each time GRIES-STRAT is called-and in other situations where the user must 
make a decision-the current specification and/or other useful information is given. 
The user must make all design decisions: What kind of program should be developed 
for a given specification? What is the appropriate invariant and bound function? 
The user does not need to call any strategies explicitly, other than GRIES_STRAT 
for the first time. Also, the construction and manipulation of all the proof trees are 
done by the system. 
5.1. Maximum of two integers 
The example presented in this section is the rather trivial task of developing a 
program that determines the maximum of two integers. The specification is: 
t ($C)(z 2 x A z 2 y A (z = x v z = y)), where x and y are input variables that must not 
be changed and z is the result variable. We decide to develop an alternative command 
which causes the following proof tree to be generated. 
T$b l- ($C2)(z2x A &y A (z=x v z=y)) $b l- ($Cl)(tix A z>y A (z=x v zEy)) 
I- (if $b then $Cl else $C2 fi)(Z>X A Z>y A (Z=X V Z=y)) 
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If x 2 y, the command z := x establishes the postcondition. Therefore we choose 
z := x for $Cl and x 2 y for $b when the second premise is proved. After instantiation 
and elimination of the assignment the current proof tree is 
tl: x2y l- x2x A xzy A (x=x v x=y) 
I 
-7x2y t- ($C2)(p x2y l- (z:= x)cp 
\ / 
l- (if x>y then z:= x else $C2 fi) cp 
where cp = z 2 x A z 2 y A (z = x v z = y). According to the strategy, $C2 must also be 
a conditional. Therefore IFSTRAT is called recursively with the arguments lx 3 
y k ($C2)cp for seq and the empty list for I. This time we choose the command z:= y 
and the guard y 3 x. We then type “enough”, which causes the recursive call to 
terminate with the value 
t2: t xzy, y2x y>x t y2x A y2y A (y=x v y=y) 
lx2y,lylx t (abort)cp 
\ / 
7x>y I- (if y>x then z:= y else abort fi)u, . 
The root of this tree matches the first premise of tl, so an infer-operation performed 
by IF_STRAT yields as final result the following tree, where (z:= y)cp and (z:= x)cp 
have been reduced by ASSIGN_STRAT to y > x A y 3 y A (y = xv y = y) and x 2 x A 
x 3 y A (x = x v x = y), respectively. In a further simplification step, all leaves of this 
tree, which are verification conditions, can be reduced to axioms. Of course, it would 
also be possible to call the predicate-logic prover any time a verification condition 
is generated. The root of the tree contains the developed program. 
x2y t x2x A x>y A (x=x v x=y) 
\ / 
7x2y I- (if y2x then z:= y else abort fi)cp 
\ / 
I- (if x2y then z:= x else if y>x then z:= y else abort fi fi) cp 
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Hence, using our system, we have developed a program, written in guarded 
command notation as 
if xZy + z:=x[yz-x + z:=y fi, 
and simultaneously obtained a formal correctness proof for it. 
5.2. Number of nodes in a binary tree 
In this section, we develop a program that counts the number of nodes #p of a 
binary tree p. Before this can actually be done, the sort of binary trees must be 
defined, and suitable axioms should be given, formalizing the relevant properties 
of binary trees. A new function symbol # must be introduced with domain sort 
binary tree and range sort integer. The function # has the following definition: If 
p is the empty tree then #p=O. Otherwise, #p= 1 +#left(p)+#right(p), where 
left(p) and right(p) denote the left and right subtrees of the tree p. 
We thus have the specification F ($C)(c= #p), which we submit to 
GRIES_STRAT. Since # is defined recursively, we will use a stack s to store all 
subtrees of p whose nodes still must be counted. We also decide to develop a loop, 
since we do not know the depth of the tree in advance. After we have typed “loop”, 
WHILE-STRAT is entered with the same specification as before. The first thing to 
do is to develop an invariant for the loop, the details of which are omitted. We choose 
*=#p=c+C #r. 
Ttl 
This is intuitively obvious because when all trees on the stack are counted, i.e. 
when s is empty, we are done. The bound function we choose is T = 2( #p - c) + IsI, 
where IsI is the number of trees in s. It encodes the fact that the pair (#p-c, Jsl) 
should decrease lexicographically in each iteration. Now while-tat is called and 
yields the following proof tree: 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
m / 
l- ($Cl;while $b do $C od) c = #p 
where (1) = #p=c+&,#r,T$bl- c=#p 
(2) = #p = c + Xr,, $r, $b l- 2&p-c)+lsl Xl 
(3) = $b, 2(#p-c)+lsl=t, #p = c + Zrc & l- ($C)(#p = c + Zrc s#r A 2(##p-c)+lsl<t) 
(4) = l- (SCl) #p = c + XrE ,#r. 
First consider premise (4). The initialization $Cl must be developed in order to 
establish the invariant, calling GRIES_STRAT again. Since the assignments 
(Y’= c, s := 0, push(p, emptystack) 
establish the invariant, we choose “assignments” and type in the above statements. 
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The assignments are eliminated by ASSIGNSTRAT by computing the weakest 
precondition of (Y’ with respect to the postcondition #p = c+C,,,#r. The value of 
the recursive call is a proof tree with conclusion 
F (c, s := 0, push(p, emptystack))#p = c+ C #r 
and premise 
t#p=O+ c #r, 
rtpush(p,emptystack) 
which remains as a verification condition. 
In the next step $Cl is instantiated with CY’. This results in the following proof tree: 
l- ++‘I’ = o + % push(p,emptystack)#T 
l- (c, s:= 0, push(p,emptystack)) = c + & s#r 
l- (c, s:= 0, push(p,emptystack);while $b do $C od) c = #p 
We are then asked by WHILE_STRAT if we want to develop one or several 
guards. We choose one guard, having the condition “is = emptystack” already in 
mind. We type it in, which causes the current tree to look like the one above, with 
the exception that each occurrence of the metavariable $b is instantiated with the 
condition “1s = emptystack”. The first two premises of the current tree now contain 
neither programs nor metavariables and form the second and third verification 
condition. 
At this point, the only open premise is the third one. It contains the metavariable 
$C, standing for the loop body, which is still to be developed. Then GRIES-STRAT 
is called again, this time with the third premise of the current proof tree as 
specification (which is shown on the screen): 
ls=emptystack, 2(#p-c)+Isl=t, #p=c+C #r 
TES 
t($C)(#p=c+C #rA2(#p-c)+Isl<t). 
TES 
We abbreviate this goal by I F ($C)cp. It indicates that we have to develop the 
loop body $C in such a way that the bound function T decreases while the invariant 
is reestablished. To this end we first take a tree to be counted from the stack and 
then count its nodes, increasing c accordingly. Hence our next choice is “compound” 
resulting in a call to COMP_STRAT. We already know what to do first, namely q, 
s:= top(s), pop(s), which is the first part of the compound statement. We choose to 
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give an intermediate assertion +. The assertion + reflects the effect of q, s:= top(s), 
pop(s) on r. 
*=#p=c+_t##r+#qA2(#p-c)+IsI=t-1 
TfS 
We decide to develop the first part of the compound first which causes 
GRIES_STRAT to be called with specification r t- ($Cl)+. We choose “assignments” 
followed by the commands q, s := top(s), pop(s). Thus a proof tree tl with conclusion 
r k (9, s := top(s), PoP(s)N 
and premise 
is generated. This premise is our fourth verification condition. 
It remains to develop the second part of the compound (named $C2 by 
COMP-STRAT) with specification + k ($C2)(p. Inspecting the definition of #, we 
find that we require an alternative command, and IF_STRAT is entered. If q = empty 
then nothing should be done. Otherwise, we increase c and push the subtrees of q, 
which still must be counted, on the stack. According to the program scheme for 
conditionals given by if-tat, we first have to deal with the goal $b, + I- ($Cl)cp. We 
choose the alternative “skip” which causes $Cl to be instantiated with skip and the 
w F q=empty,lq=empty (*) 
yq=empty,q=empty,y, E (abort)cp 
(*) lq=emptyw k # p=c+l+% push(left(q).push(right(q),s))#r 
A 2(#p-(c+l))+lpush(left(q),push(right(q),s))l < t 
I 
I 
lq=empty,v I- (c. s:= c+l, push(left(q), push( right(q),s)))cp 
Tq=empty,v I- (if lq=empty then c, s:= c+l, push(left(q), push( right(q),s)) else abort fi)cp 
:-/ 
q=empty,yE cp (*) 
I 
q=empty,yr F (skip)cp 
\yl- ( if q=empty then skip else 
if 7 q=empty then c, s:= c+l, push(left(q), push( right(q),s)) else abort ti fi)cp 
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weakest precondition to be computed. Being asked by IF-STRAT for a condition, 
we take “q = empty”. 
For the next guarded command, we develop the assignments “c, s:= c+ 1, 
push(left(q), push(right(q), s))“, which are eliminated by ASSIGN_STRAT. As a 
guard we give “lq= empty”. Then we type “enough” to cause IF-STRAT to 
terminate. The result is the preceding tree t2 where verification conditions are marked 
“(*)“. They essentially reflect our recursive definition of the function #. 
The control is now back to COMP_STRAT. In the next step, tl and t2 are 
assembled using camp-tat, yielding t3 as result, and also as the result of the recursive 
call of GRIES_STRAT which was used to develop the loop body. 
t2 v tl v 
\ / 
I-l- ( q, s:= top(s), pop(s); 
if q=empty then skip else 
if 7 q=empty then c, s:= c+l, push(left(q), push( right(q),s)) else abort fi fi)cp 
The result of the whole program development process is the following proof tree 
whose root contains the developed program, whereas the leaves do not contain 
programs or metavariables but only the above-mentioned verification conditions. 
I- (c, s:= 0, push(p,emptystack))#p = c + & $r 
I- (c, s:= 0, push(p,emptystack); 
while -I s=emptystack do 
q, s:= top(s>, pop(s); 
if q=empty then skip else 
if 7 q=empty then c, s:= c+l, push(left(q), push( right(q),s)) 
else abort fi fi od)c=#p 
where (1) = #p = c + & $, s=emptystack !- c = #p 
(2) = #p = c + Zrc $r, 7 s=emptystack l- 2(#p-c)+lsl >O. 
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The developed program corresponds to the following program in guarded com- 
mand notation: 
c, s:= 0, push(p,emptystack); 
do 7 s=emptystack + q, s:= top(s), pop(s); 
if q=empty +skip 
0 -1 q=empty -+ c, s:= c+l, push(left(q), push( right(q),s)) 
fiod . 
6. Concluding remarks 
With the implementation presented here we wanted to stay as close as possible 
to the original method given in [8]. As a result, the user is forced to deal with the 
generated premises in a certain order, and also the connection with other imple- 
mented strategies is only rudimentary. However, the real virtue of this implementa- 
tion does not lie in its similarity to the given method, but in the fact that the 
implemented strategy is part of a system designed for many kinds of formal reasoning 
about programs. This enables the connection and combination of several methods, 
not only for program development, but also for program transformation and program 
verification. 
We are about to build an integrated system for program development in dynamic 
logic. Such a system can offer several methods for program development, and the 
implementation of Gries’ method presented in this paper is a good starting point 
for further advancement. In order to take this method as a basis for a more 
sophisticated program development system, some changes will be made. We list 
some of the most obvious: 
l Some gaps remain to be filled. For example, the strategies for developing bound 
functions and for computing strongest postconditions. 
l The backtracking facilities of the program will be improved by not always 
returning to the last call of GRIES-STRAT but to other convenient states. 
l The control strategy will be changed to give the user more flexibility which 
goal to tackle next. 
l The predicate logic prover will be used more extensively to (i) provide the user 
with hints how to proceed further and (ii) automate some development steps. 
For instance, to decide if another guarded command is needed, a terminating 
(but not complete) version of the predicate logic prover can try to prove the 
disjunction of the guards developed so far. To check whether a formula is 
potentially a good invariant, it is reasonable to prove premise (1) of while_tac 
as soon as the loop condition is known, and to prove the verification conditions 
yielded by the development of the initialization before starting to develop the 
loop body. 
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l The strategy will be made more flexible in that commands and their guards 
can be developed hand in hand and not only independently of each other. 
l As mentioned in Section 2.4, there are other methods for program development 
formalized and implemented in the KIV environment. All of these should be 
integrated into a single program development package so that the user can 
switch between or combine the various methods. 
All of these improvements can be accomplished in the near future without too 
many difficulties. More ambitious aims are the improvement of the user interface 
in such a way that the implementation could be used as a tutoring system for students 
learning Gries’ method, or the automation of some steps of the development process. 
It seems that for this purpose a calculus is useful that is more based on the syntactic 
structure of the program specification than this is the case for Gries’ method. 
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